This is a very special pedal for us at LAA-CUSTOM because this is derived from the very ﬁrst
pedal Carlo made in the 2004. It was a simple treble boost, the glorious Dallas Rangermaster.
Back in that days Carlo doesn’t know anything about guitar pedals but he was lucky enought to
ﬁnd an original Mullard OC44 germanium transistor. That boost was and still is a beautiful
pedal, really bad built but with an awesome tone.
Carlo now decide to offer, in a very limited quantity, a clone from the very ﬁrst pedal he made,
but with some cool tweaks and using only NOS components from his collection.
So the Old GE Box is still designed around the OC44 germanium transistor, we have only 55
pices that ﬁt our selection with the right values to be used in this circuit.
Carlo designed a dual setting boost, each with dedicated EQ and Boost Level. The Boost
footswtich is the main On/Off with true bypass and the A/B footswitch, well, should be clear
enought :D
The Mid and Full setting are different for the two preset, the SetB is usually fuller than SetA.
Use this pedal on an amp at break-up is the
best option, and we suggest to use it as ﬁrst
pedal just after the guitar with passive
pickups. What is really important is the
guitar Volume, use it as was used in the old
day.
In few words:
Use this pedal in the old way: Crunched amp
and just guitar volume!!!
VERY IMPORTANT:
Germanium transistor like the OC44 working
with positive ground, so you can use a
standard 9VDC power supply BUT you
should power it separated from the other
pedals that use negative ground. Or, just use
old 9V batteries, removing the input jack will
preserve the battery and the current drain is
very low, so battery has long life!
Please let us know your feedback and
enjoy it!
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